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Themes

The high deductible aspect of the Bronze plan.

Out of state insurance carriers who do not have to live by the same rules.

The 8 criteria are rigorous enough.

We don't know what problem we are trying to solve yet.

Let's see what consumers choose, how they vote with their feet. Do they seek to change from their original choice?

Consumers may be confused by too many choices.

How can we make sure health disparities get solved?

Need competition in rural areas.

How flexible is the term 'active purchaser'?

Keep barriers to entry low.

Would active purchaser duplicate what DHS, Commerce, ACA 'metal plans', and the Essential Benefits Package already achieve?

Need metrics for success for MNsure that drives the aspects of active purchaser.

Mirror 'meaningful difference' in Medicare Part D.

What is a route to add adult dental?

What are some potential unintended consequences?